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Interplay between the chaotic and the regular mo
tion in the few degrees of Hamiltonian systems de
termines stochastic properties of nonlinear dynamical 
systems. In the series of studies of the periodic orbits 
and the accelerator modes 1) in the standard map 

(1) 

with the mapping function 

f(q) = Asin 27rq, (2) 

we have explored the island structure surrounding 
the periodic orbits in terms of the higher order sym
metry analysis. Although the onset of the unstable 
bifurcation is determined by the linearized tangent 
map around the fixed point or the periodic orbit, 
the completion of the bifurcation process depends on 
the global property of the nonlinear map. In ear
lier study, we have observed that the period-3 step-
1 accelerator mode in the standard map undergoes 
the hyperbolic bifurcation without reflection, and no 
symmetry lines pass through the newly born periodic 
islands.2) Now, we have found that at the larger value 
of the stochastic parameter A, the period-4 orbit un
dergoes the hyperbolic bifurcation without reflection, 
where the periodic structure can not be determined 
by the known symmetry properties. 

The purpose of this study is to analysis in detail 
of the hyperbolic bifurcation without reflection struc
ture and specify the property of their bifurcation, us
ing for the higher order symmetry analysis method 
to expand the known symetry lines. 

The standard map eq.(l) is decomposed into the 
involution with the momentum inversion as 

(3) 

where the involutions Jo(m) and J1 (n) are defined as 
to satisfy the conditions Jo(m) 0 Jo(m) = I, J1(n) 0 

J1(n) = 1. The j-th order involution J+j(m) and 
J _ j (n) are given as 
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J+j(m) = Tj- 1 J1 (m) 

J_.i(n) =T-jJo(n). (4) 
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Figure 1: Hyperbolic bifurcation without reflection ob

served for the value of A = 0.6735. 

Figure 2: Higher order symmetry lines for the value of 
A = 0.6735. 

The fixed points of the involution Jj (m) define a j-th 
order symmetry line Ij ( m) as 

(5) 

where R stands for the two dimensional vector with 
the component p and q. The intersection of Ij (m) 
and Ik (n) determines the periodic orbit of the stan
dard map, T of which period N divides /j - kl. The 
relation 

( 6) 

plays the key roll in constructing the higher order 
symmetry lines from the fundamental symmetry lines 
IO( m) and 1-1 (n). 

Fig.1 shows the hyperbolic bifurcation without re
flection. It is clearly understand that the particles 
does not reflection among the separatrix. Using for 
the higher order symmetry line eq.(6) for Fig.1 is 
Fig.2. The higher order symmetry lines approach 
asymptotically to the separatrix at the destabilized 
periodic orbit. 
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